


“MEGA DUTY” Keg Stacker Shelving is the ideal 
solution to your keg storage needs.  This shelving 
has been designed and built to stand up to the 
additional rigors of keg handling.

Approved for use in walk-in coolers, freezers, as 
well as dry storage areas, these all-welded  
aluminum shelves keep product organized and off 
the floor while providing adequate air flow.

Unlike most wire shelves, these units have smooth, 
easy-to-clean surfaces that allow items to slide for 
easier loading and unloading.

Single-Deep Shelving 
units are constructed of 
21/4” x 11/4” x .100” thick 
T-shaped laterals, spaced 
13/4” apart.

Top shelves are Heavy Duty, T-Bar 
style, which are not meant for keg 
storage. They’re perfect for storing 
beer boxes and other general storage.

Shelves designed for Keg  
storage are made of larger, heavier  
11/2” x 23/4” x .070” thick tubing.

Single-Deep 
18” Deep Shelving 
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Laterals for Double-Deep 
Keg Shelves are made of  
19/16” x 211/16” x .150” thick  
channel for Mega-Duty 
strength and durability.

Click on or  
Photograph the  

QR Codes with your 
smart phone to  

check out our  
Keg Stacker  
webpages!

Double-Deep 
34” Deep Shelving

Capable of holding 1/6-, 1/4-, and 1/2-barrel kegs, 
New Age Keg Stacker shelving units maximize  
your keg storage capabilities.

Fully adjustable, each shelf has a corner sleeve 
with a set screw for easy assembly and  
repositioning, all you need is an allen wrench!

Posts come marked in two-inch increments to  
simplify assembly and adjustments.

All New Age Keg Stacker shelving and accessories 
come with a Lifetime Guarantee against rust and  
corrosion and a Five-Year Guarantee against  
material defects and workmanship.
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U-Braces provide additional  
support for large spaces between  
shelves and protection for walls.  
Properly installed, these braces act  
as a stop for kegs.

u-brace
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These covers allow boxes to 
slide easier and the lip up  in the 

back keeps items from sliding 
off the back of the shelf. 

Solid Aluminum Shelf Covers are available solid or  
with perforations, which allows for better air  

circulation to stored items.  

Shelf coverS
excellent for Storing beer or wine bottleS!

^ Unit is comprised of:

(1) 51025 Top Shelf

(1) 51328 Shelf Cover

(1) 51019 Keg Shelf

(1) 51019 Keg Shelf
51753

Keg Carrier on  BDT18568
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Click this link for our  
Keg Accessories Page!

Half Shelves, EZ Mount  
Panels, and Shelf Covers!

Half Shelves are the best  
of both worlds, easily  
access stored items or  
provide extra space for  
large kegs and  
accessories.

1/2-Shelf
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EZ Panels allow end users to streamline their  
operations! 
Constructed of .125” thick aluminum sheet, users can 
easily install EZ Panels to our keg shelving.

< Unit is comprised of:

(1) 51025 Top Shelf

(1) 51956 EZ Mount Panel

(1) 51412 1/2-Shelf

(1) 51298 U-Brace

eZ Mount 
regulator panel

Keg Dolly
98037

Easily roll Kegs in and  
out of place with our  
convenient Keg Dolly!

These Panels allow easy  
regulator installation  
without piercing walk-in 
panels.
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Check out our 
Security Fencing!!

Our Security Fencing  
is custom built to fit your
specific space and needs.
Give us a call today at

1-800-255-0104
or visit us online at:
NewAgeIndustrial.com

Need a way to secure your 
kegs and high-end foods? 
Our Security Fence does 
the job!
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